STANDARDS
DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, AND FABRICATION TO MEET THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS:
1. AS1428.4.1:2009, TACTILE GROUND SURFACE INDICATORS FOR THE ORIENTATION OF PEOPLE WITH VISION IMPAIRMENT.
2. AS1627.4 METAL FINISHING - PREPARATION AND PRE-TREATMENT OF SURFACES - ABRASIVE BLAST CLEANING OF STEEL.
4. GUIDE TO ENGINEERING PRACTICE, 'PEDESTRIANS', PART 13, ASUTROADS.

NOTES
1. WELDING TO BE ACCORDANCE TO AS1554.1 CAT GP WELDING, ALL SHARP EDGES & BURRS REMOVED.
2. PART SHOULD BE SUPPLIED CLEAN AND FREE FROM MARKS, BURRS, SCUFFS, DISTORTION AND WARPAGE.
3. ENSURE ANTI-SEIZE IS ON ALL NUTS AND BOLTS PRIOR TO ASSEMBLY.
4. DRAWING TO AS1100 DRAWING STANDARDS.

MATERIAL
1. MATERIAL: PRECAST CONCRETE
2. COLOUR: VARIES - TBC ON ORDER
3. FINISH: CLASS 1 CONCRETE FINISH

REBATE DETAIL
SCALE 1: 2
SECTION D-D

REBATE ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT TO ENSURE CORRECT FITMENT OF LIFTING LUG AND S.S. CAP

ANCHOR TO BE CAST IN PLACE REFER TO BSD-7204 SHEET 3

DETAIL C
REBATE DETAIL
SCALE 1: 2
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